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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a Selective Plane Illumination Microscope.
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The specimen embedded in agarose is illuminated by a laser light sheet, the CCD camera behind the
objective is focussed on the center of the light sheet. Optical sectioning is achieved by moving the
sample through the light sheet. Multiple acquisitions of the sample can be taken by rotating the agarose
column. The water in the sample chamber can be cooled by a Peltier device to slow down developmental
processes.

Supplementary Figure 2: Rotation invariant local geometric descriptor.
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(a) Bead a is described by the constellation of its three nearest neighbors b, c and d. (b) The local
x-axis is defined by the vector pointing from a to d. Optionally scale invariance can be achieved by
normalizing the length of the local x-axis, which is, however, for this particular registration case not
necessary. (c) The first-nearest neighbor b and the third-nearest neighbor d define a plane. (d) The
local y -axis lies perpendicular to the local x-axis in this plane pointing towards b. (e) The local z-axis
lies perpendicular to the local x and y-axes pointing towards c. (f) Six rotation invariant values are
extracted from the local geometric descriptor using the defined coordinate system; the length of d, xy coordinates of b and xyz-coordinates of c. For scale invariant descriptors, only five values are extracted
as the length of d on the x-axis is always one.

Supplementary Figure 3: Analysis of the registration error.
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(a) shows the stability of minimal, average and maximal registration error of all registered views in a
time-lapse acquisition. (b) shows a histogram of the remaining displacement between all true corresponding bead pairs after the global optimization. (c) shows histograms of the remaining displacement
between all true corresponding bead pairs in coordinates of the individual original views (i.e. the final
global coordinates from the optimization were transformed back into the coordinate systems of the individual views). The three histograms show the error distribution separately for each dimension. The
x-dimension is parallel to the rotation axis and therefore shows the lowest error while the z-dimension
shows the highest error reflecting less accurate localization of the beads in the axial direction. The
y -dimension shows intermediate error variation because it is angle-dependent. (d) shows the dependence of the error variance on the angular difference between the views. Note that the angle dependent
error changes mainly in the y -dimension; the smaller the angle difference the lower the average displacement.

Supplementary Figure 4: Image fusion.

Drosophila embryo expressing His-YFP reconstructed from 7 view SPIM acquisition (lateral view (a-c)
and transversal views (d-f)). Due to incomplete acquisition of the sample volume in different views
strong line artifacts (white arrows) are apparent in the sections through average-fused, reconstructed
image (a,d). The non-linear blending suppresses these intensity discontinuities in both average (b,e)
and entropy fused image (c,f). Note the increased contrast achieved by content-based fusion (c,f).

Supplementary Figure 5: Examples of various reconstructed multi-view datasets.

(a) Maximum intensity projection of wild-type Drosophila third instar larva imaged from 22 views with
10× objective. 3d rendering of the posteriors tips of the Drosophila third instar (b) and second instar (c)
larvae imaged from 8 views with 10× objective. (a-c) The signal comes from autofluorescence of the
larval cuticle. (d) Two perpendicular sections and maximum intensity projection of Drosophila ovariole
stained with rhodamine-phalloidin (Molecular Probes) to visualize membranes and imaged from 12
views with 40× objective. (e) L3 and L1 larval C. elegans worm stained with DNA dye; imaged and
reconstructed from 8 SPIM views acquired with 40× objective. (f) Sections through single time-point of
6-view, time-lapse recording (40× objective) of C. elegans expressing PH-domain-GFP fusion marking
the membranes of 4 cell stage embryo. The C. elegans images highlight the isotropic resolution of
the reconstructed volumes. (g) Sections through 9.5 days old fixed, wild-type mouse embryo recording
aut‘ofluorescence from 19 views with 10× objective. (h) Five planes through fixed zebra fish embryo
labeled with membrane marker and cell division marker imaged from 10 views with 20× objective.

Supplementary Figure 6: Comparison of bead-based and intensity-based multi-view reconstruction
on 7-view acquisition of Drosophila embryo expressing His-YFP.

(a,b) Maximum projections along the rotation axis highlight the crossing of the axially elongated bead
point spread functions (inset) for (a) bead-based and (b) intensity-based registration. The raw image
data for intensity-based registration were cropped to minimize the volume size. (c-f) Show cut planes
through the registered specimen, where angle 0° is colored magenta and angles 45° (c,d) and 270°
(e,f) are colored green to visualize the overlap of corresponding image content. Perfect overlap results
in gray color. (c,e) shows the result of the bead-based registration while (d,f) shows intensity-based
registration. (g,h) show 3d-renderings of the anterior portion of the embryo, colored as in (c-f). Note the
increased overlap in sample intensities for the bead-based registration (g) compared to the intensitybased registration (h).

Supplementary Figure 7: Multi-view imaging with spinning disc confocal microscopy.

(a) Sample chamber for multi-view imaging of specimens embedded in agarose column on an upright
microscope. (b) 3d reconstruction of cellular blastoderm stage Drosophila embryo imaged with 11
views on a spinning disc confocal set-up with 20x/0.5 water dipping lens. All views were deconvolved
using the Huygens software. (c) Cut-out from (b) showing equal cellular resolution around the entire
circumference of the embryo. (d) Superposition of maximum projection from two views (225° green and
270° magenta) highlighting their limited overlap (grey) and complementarities in specimen coverage.
Inset shows overlapping point spread functions of the beads.

Supplementary Figure 8: Screenshot of SPIM registration plugin in Fiji.

The screenshot shows the Fiji’s main window, the SPIM registration plugin window, an output window
and the optional visualization of the global optimization progress in Fiji’s 3d viewer. In the background
is the log file reporting on the progress of the registration steps.

Supplementary Table 1: Statistics of multi-view registration of various datasets.
Dataset

min/avg/max
error [px]

DoG
detections

True correspondence
number (ratio)

processing
time [min:sec]

Fixed C.elegans, 8 views
SPIM 40×/0.8NA

1.02/1.12/1.31

4566

1717 (98%)

11 : 09

Live Drosophila, 5 views
SPIM 20×/0.5NA

0.76/0.81/1.31

9267

1459 (97%)

2 : 31

Fixed Drosophila, 10 views
SPIM 20×/0.5NA

0.65/0.78/0.97

9035

1301 (93%)

20 : 10

Fixed Drosophila, 11 views
Spinning Disc 20×/0.5NA

1.10/1.33/1.86

6309

978 (92%)

6 : 15

Simulated Dataset, 8 views
Isotropic Resolution

0.02/0.02/0.02

2594

2880 (96%)

15 : 54

Live Drosophila, 7 views
SPIM 20×/0.5NA
bead-based

0.87/0.98/1.17

6232

603 (97%)

2 : 27

Live Drosophila, 7 views
SPIM 20×/0.5NA
intensity-based

0.93/6.91/9.59

n.a.

n.a.

515 : 10

We show minimal, average and maximal displacement of all true correspondences (beads) after convergence of the global optimization. The simulated dataset shows very low registration errors (see
Supplementary Methods online). The total number of DoG detections is typically much higher than the
number of extracted correspondence candidate pairs although a DoG detection can participate in more
than one correspondence pair. The ratio of true correspondences versus correspondence candidates
is typically above 90%. Lower ratios indicate a registration problem, for example caused by movement of the agarose during stack acquisition. The processing time (segmentation and registration) was
measured on a dual quad-core Intel Xeon E5440 system.

Supplementary Methods
1. SPIM PRINCIPLES
A Selective Plane Illumination Microscope1 (Supplementary Fig. 1), achieves optical
sectioning by focusing the excitation laser into a thin laser light sheet that reaches
its minimal thickness in the middle of the field of view. The light sheet enters the
water filled sample chamber and illuminates the sample which is embedded in an
agarose column. The agarose protrudes from the end of a glass capillary attached
to a motor that rotates the sample. The objective lens is arranged perpendicular to
the light sheet. The perpendicular orientation of the illumination and detection optics
ensures that only a section of the specimen in-focus is illuminated, minimizing photobleaching and laser damage of the living samples and allowing for very long time-lapse
recordings. Two-dimensional images of emitted fluorescent light are captured by a
CCD camera focussed on the center of the light-sheet. The CCD camera captures the
light-sheet-illuminated section in a single exposure enabling a very fast acquisition rate
important for capturing dynamic developmental events. In order to acquire 3d image
stacks, the sample is moved through the light sheet in increments of 0.5 µm to 5 µm
depending on the objective and the light sheet thickness.
The SPIM instrument can, in principle, achieve an isotropic, high resolution along
x, y and z-axis allowing in toto imaging of large 3d specimens. In order to achieve an
isotropic resolution uniformly across the sample volume in all three dimensions, it is
necessary to rotate the sample and record image stacks of the same specimen from
different angles (usually 3 to 12, see Supplementary Video 1).
2. RELATED WORK
Multi-view microscopy techniques, such as tilted confocal acquisitions,2 SPIM1 and
Ultramicroscopy3 (2 views), can increase the resolution along the z-axis and thus enable the analysis of objects smaller than the axial resolution limit.2, 4 Image reconstruction based on the image intensities requires significant overlap of image content
which is often difficult to achieve particularly in live imaging of dynamically changing
samples.
The idea to incorporate fiduciary markers to facilitate sample independent reconstruction is widely used in medical imaging5–9 and electron tomography.10, 11 Due to the
low amount of fiduciary markers available for registration, research is focused on error
analysis rather than efficiency of matching of thousands of markers with only partial
overlap.7
In contrast, in the robotics and automation field, there is interest in localization of
large amounts of different objects. Points of interest are extracted from photos and
checked against databases to determine their type and orientation.12, 13 To enable real
time object recognition, Lamdan et al.14 introduced geometric hashing which uses an
intrinsic invariant local coordinate system to match objects against database entries
in a viewpoint independent manner. The geometric hashing principle is reused in
the fields of astronomy15 and protein structure alignment and comparison16–19 where
efficient searching in massive point clouds is required.
The use of local descriptors instead of complete scenes for matching is proposed in
many fields comprising image registration,20, 21 robotics and autonomous systems,22, 23
and computer vision.24

Matula et al.25 suggest segmentation based approaches for reconstruction of multiview microscopy images. The center of mass of the cloud of segmented objects is
used as a reference point for a cylindrical coordinate system facilitating the registration
between two views. Similarly to intensity based approaches, this method requires
significant overlap between the images and furthermore supports alignment of only
two stacks at a time.
Our approach combines the idea of using fiduciary markers, local descriptors and
geometric hashing and applies global optimization. It can register an arbitrary number of partially overlapping point clouds. It is robust with respect to the amount of
incorporated beads, bead distribution, amount of overlap, and can reliably detect nonaffine disturbances (e.g. abrupt agarose movement) that might occur during imaging
(Supplementary Table 1).
3. OVERVIEW OF IMAGED SPECIMENS
We demonstrated the performance of our registration framework on multi-view in toto
imaging of fixed and living specimen of various model organisms (Section 15), in
particular Drosophila. Fixed Drosophila embryos were stained with Sytox-Green to
label all nuclei. For live imaging, we used a developing Drosophila embryo expressing fluorescent His-YFP under the control of endogenous promoter visualizing all nuclei. Drosophila specimens were imaged with a SPIM prototype equipped with a Zeiss
20×/0.5 Achroplan objective.
4. SAMPLE MOUNTING FOR SPIM
We matched the fluorescence intensity of the beads to the signal intensity of the sample. For live imaging of His-YFP which is relatively dim and requires longer exposure
times (0.3 s), we used red or yellow fluorescent beads that are suboptimal for the GFP
detection filter set and therefore typically less bright than the sample. Conversely, for
the imaging of the bright, fixed specimen, we used green fluorescent beads which give
adequate signal at very short exposure times (0.01 s).
Despite the fact that our algorithm is robust with respect to the amount of beads
available for registration, too many beads unnecessarily increase the computation
time, while too few beads may result in an inadequate number of correspondences
due to incomplete overlap of the views. Therefore, we determined empirically the optimal concentration of beads for each magnification (ideally 1,000–2,000 beads per
imaged volume). We prepared a 2× stock solution of beads (13 µl of concentrated
bead solution∗ in 14 ml of 1×PBS with 0.1% Tween) and placed the stained into 500 µl
of this bead solution (diluted 1:1 for 20× objective). It is important to vortex the bead
solution before each transfer to evenly disperse the beads. We added an equal volume
of 2% low melting point agarose cooled to about 40°C to the bead-specimen mix and
vortexed gently. The specimens were then drawn into an appropriately sized capillary
equipped with a teflon plunger† , rotated for about a minute around the long axis of the
capillary to reduce sinking of the specimen to the edge of the agarose column and
equilibrated by 5–10 minutes incubation at 4°C. The capillaries were then mounted
into a custom SPIM sample holder and immersed into the water filled SPIM chamber.
The teflon plunger was used to push the agarose column out of the capillary in front of
the objective. For live imaging, we acquired 5–8 angles equally spaced, for imaging of
∗
†

Estapor Microspheres FXC050 (1%), 0.520 µm±0.037 µm
Brand Seals PTFE for Transferpettor 20 µl, Catalog Nr. 701920

the fixed specimen we collected 10 (Drosophila) and 8 (C. elegans) equally distributed
views.
5. BEAD SEGMENTATION
The incorporated sub-resolution beads appear as the Point Spread Function (PSF) of
the microscopic system in each image I(x, y, z). To detect beads, one would ideally
convolve it with the impulse response (PSF) of the microscope yielding highest correlation at the sub-pixel location of each bead. However, the PSF is not constant over
different experiments due to changing exposure times, laser power, bead types, objectives and agarose concentration. Furthermore, the PSF is not constant across the
field of view due to the concavity of the light sheet and thus the convolution operation
is computationally very demanding.
We found that an appropriately smoothed 3d LaPlace filter ∇2 detects all beads with
sufficient accuracy while effectively suppressing high frequency noise. As suggested
in the Computer Vision literature,21, 26 we approximate ∇2 I by the difference of two
Gaussian convolutions (DoG) of the image I with a standard deviation σ of 1.4 px and
1.8 px respectively. All local minima in a 3×3×3 neighborhood in ∇2 I represent intensity
maxima whose sub-pixel location is then estimated by fitting a 3d quadratic function
to this neighbourhood.27 The DoG detector identifies beads even if they are close to
each other, close to the sample or those with an unexpected shape. It also massively
oversegments the image detecting ‘blob-like’ structures, corners and various locations
alongside edges or planes within the imaged sample. However, those detections do
not interfere with the registration process as the descriptors that incorporate them are
filtered out by local descriptor matching (see Section 6). Only beads are repeatably
detected in different views.
6. ESTABLISHING BEAD CORRESPONDENCES
To register two views A and B the corresponding bead pairs (~a, ~b) have to be identified
invariantly to translation and rotation. To this end, we developed a geometric local
descriptor. The local descriptor of a bead is defined by the locations of its 3 nearest
neighbors in 3d image space ordered by their distance to the bead. To efficiently
extract the nearest neighbors in image space we use the kd-tree implementation of
the WEKA framework.28 Translation invariance is achieved by storing locations relative
to the bead. That is, each bead descriptor is an ordered 3d point cloud of cardinality 3
with its origin ~o = (0, 0, 0)T being the location of the bead.
Local descriptor matching is performed invariantly to rotation by mapping the ordered point cloud of all beads ~a ∈ A to that of all beads ~b ∈ B individually by means
of least square point mapping error using the closed-form unit quaternion-based solution.29 The similarity measure  is the average point mapping error. Each candidate
in A is matched against each candidate in B. Corresponding descriptors are those
with minimal . This approach, however, is computationally very demanding as it has
a complexity of O(n2 ) regarding the number of detections.30
We therefore employed a variation of geometric hashing14 to speed up the matching
process. Instead of using one reference coordinate system for the complete scene we
define a local coordinate system for each of the descriptor as illustrated and described
in Supplementary Fig. 2. All remaining bead coordinates not used for defining the
local coordinate system become rotation invariant which enables us to compare descriptors very efficiently using kd-trees to index remaining bead coordinates in the

local coordinate system. Again, we employ the kd-tree implementation of the WEKA
framework28 on a six-dimensional tree to identify nearest neighbors in the descriptor
space, i.e. descriptors which are most similar. The most similar descriptors that are
significantly better (10×) than the second nearest neighbor in descriptor space are
designated correspondence candidates.21
Descriptors composed of only four beads are not completely distinctive and similar
descriptors can occur by chance. Increasing the number of beads in the descriptor would make it more distinctive to the cost of less identified correspondences and
increased computation time. All true correspondences agree on one transformation
model for optimal view registration, whereas each false correspondence supports a
different transformation. Therefore, we used the minimal descriptor size (4 beads) and
rejected false correspondences from candidate sets with the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)31 on the affine transformation model followed by robust regression.
7. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
The identified set of corresponding beads CAB = {(~ai , ~bi ) : i = {1, 2, . . . , |C|}} for a
pair of views A and B defines an affine transformation TAB that maps A to B by means
of least square bead correspondence displacement
arg min
TAB

2

TAB~a − ~b .

X

(1)

(~a,~b)∈Cab

We use an affine transformation to correct for the anisotropic z-stretching of each
view introduced by the differential refraction index mismatch between water and agarose25, 32 as the sample is never perfectly centered in the agarose column.
Registration of more than two views requires groupwise optimization of the configuration TVF = {TAF : A, F ∈ V } with V being the set of all views and F being a fixed
view that defines the common reference frame. Then, Supplementary Equation 1
extends to



X
X
X
2


arg min
TAF ~a − TBF ~b 
(2)
TVF

A∈V \{F }

B∈V \{A}

(~a,~b)∈CAB

with CAB being the set of bead correspondences (~a, ~b) between view A and view B
whereas ~a ∈ A and ~b ∈ B. This term is solved using an iterative optimization scheme.
In each iteration, the optimal affine transformation TAF for each single view A ∈ V \{F }
relative to the current configuration of all other views is estimated and applied to all
beads in this view. The scheme terminates on convergence of the overall bead correspondence displacement. This solution allows us to perform the global optimization
with any transformation model in case the microscopy set-up has different properties
(e. g. translation,33 rigid30 ).
8. TIME-LAPSE REGISTRATION
During extended time-lapse imaging, the whole agarose column may move. To compensate the drift, we used the bead-based registration framework to register individual
time-points to each other. We select a single view At from an arbitrary time-point t in
the middle of the series as reference. Subsequently, we use the stored DoG detections to identify the true corresponding local geometric descriptors for all pairs of views
At and Aa∈{1,2,... }\{t} and calculate an affine transformation TAa At that maps Aa to At by

means of least square bead correspondence displacement. The identified transformation matrices are then applied to all remaining views in the respective time-points
resulting in a registered time series (Supplementary Fig. 3a).
9. IMAGE FUSION AND BLENDING
The registered views can be combined to create a single isotropic 3d image. An effective fusion algorithm must ensure that each view contributes to the final fused volume
only useful sharp image data acquired from the area of the sample close to the detection lens. Blurred data visible in other overlapping views should be suppressed.
We use Gaussian Filters to approximate the image information at each pixel in the
contributing views (Supplementary Fig. 4c,f).34
For strongly scattering and absorbing specimen like Drosophila, we typically do not
image the entire specimen in each single view, but instead stop at roughly two thirds
of its depth as the images become increasingly blurred and distorted. In the reconstructed 3d image, this introduces line artifacts in areas where a view ends abruptly
(Supplementary Fig. 4a,d). To suppress this effect for the purposes of data display,
we apply non-linear blending close to the edges of each border between the views
(Supplementary Fig. 4b,e).33
Precise registration of multi-view data is the prerequisite for multi-view deconvolution of the reconstructed image which can potentially increase the resolution.4, 35, 36
Having sub-resolution fluorescent beads around the sample facilitates the estimation
of a spatially dependent point spread function and validates the deconvolution results.
10. STRATEGIES FOR BEAD REMOVAL
The presence of sub-resolution fluorescent beads used for the registration of the views
might interfere with subsequent analysis of the dataset. To computationally remove
the beads from each view we compute the average bead shape by adding the local
image neighborhood of all true correspondences (beads used for registration) of the
respective view. The acquired template is subsequently used to identify other beads;
to speed up the detection we compare this template only to all maxima detected by
the Difference-of-Gaussian operator during the initial bead segmentation step. These
DoG-detections contain all image maxima and therefore all beads of the sample. The
beads are then removed by subtracting a normalized, gaussian-blurred version of the
bead template. This method reliably removes beads which are clearly separated from
the sample judged by the average intensity in the vicinity of the detected bead. Therefore, some beads that are positioned very close to the sample are not removed as the
bead-subtraction would interfere with the samples’ intensities.
To completely remove all beads from the sample we adapt the intensities of the
beads to the imaged sample. Therefore we simply embed beads excitable by a different wavelength then the fluorescent maker in the sample and use a long-pass filter for detection (Supplementary Fig. 5e,g). In such acquisition the intensity of the
beads is around 2-4% of the sample intensity which is sufficient for segmentation and
registration and does not interfere with the analysis and presentation of the sample.
Specifically, for live imaging of Drosophila using the His-YFP marker we embedded
red fluorescent beads yielding similar results (data not shown). It is also possible to
perform multi-channel acquisitions where the beads are imaged separately in a different channel and are then used to register the image data. To ensure the validity of the
registration extracted from the bead channel to the image data, the bead channel has

to be acquired before and after the image channel to verify that no sample movement
occurred. This approach is particularly relevant for fixed samples where the speed of
acquisition does not play a role.
11. SAMPLE MOUNTING FOR MULTI-VIEW IMAGING ON AN UPRIGHT
MICROSCOPE
We constructed a sample chamber for multi-view imaging on an upright microscope
that consists of a teflon dish equipped with a hole in the side wall which has the diameter of a standard glass capillary (Supplementary Fig. 7a). The capillary mounting
hole continues on the bottom of the dish as a semi-circular trench of approximately half
the thickness of the capillary diameter, extending about 2/3 of the dish radius towards
the center of the dish. This trench serves as a bed for the glass capillary inserted
through the capillary mounting hole. The trench is extended by a second, shallower
trench whose bottom is elevated with respect to the deeper trench by the thickness of
the capillary glass wall. The second trench serves as a bed for the agarose column
which is pushed out of the capillary by a tightly fitted plunger (not shown). The teflon
dish is equipped on one side with a plastic window enabling visual inspection of the
sample and the objective lens.
For imaging, the capillary with the sample embedded in agarose containing appropriate amount of fluorescent beads was inserted into the capillary mounting hole until
it reached the end of the capillary bed. The teflon dish was filled with water and the
agarose was pushed out of the capillary into the agarose bed by the plunger. Water
dipping objective was lowered into the dish and focussed on the Drosophila embryo
specimen in agarose. A confocal stack was acquired using variety of optical sectioning techniques (spinning disc confocal (Supplementary Fig. 7), single photon confocal (see Supplementary Video 3), two photon confocal, apotome (data not shown)).
Next, to achieve multi-view acquisition, the agarose column was retracted into the capillary by the plunger and the capillary was manually rotated. The angle of the rotation
was only very roughly estimated by the position of a tape piece attached to the capillary. The agarose was again pushed out into the agarose bed and another confocal
stack was collected. In this way arbitrary number of views can be collected as long as
the sample does not bleach.
12. IMPLEMENTATION
The bead-based registration framework is implemented in the Java programming language and provided as a fully open source plugin packaged with the ImageJ distribution Fiji (Fiji Is Just ImageJ, http://pacific.mpi-cbg.de) that is actively developed
by an international group of developers. The plugin (Supplementary Fig. 8) performs
all steps of the registration pipeline: bead segmentation, correspondence analysis of
bead-descriptors, outlier removal (RANSAC and global regression), global optimization including optional visualization, several methods for fusion, blending and timelapse registration.
The tutorial on how to use the plugin in basic and advanced mode is available
at http://pacific.mpi-cbg.de/wiki/index.php/SPIM_Registration. The test data
containing 7-view SPIM acquisitions of Drosophila embryo can be downloaded from
http://fly.mpi-cbg.de/preibisch/nm/HisYFP-SPIM.zip.

Supplementary Data
13. EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE BEAD-BASED
REGISTRATION FRAMEWORK
We created a visualization of the optimization procedure (see Fig. 1d). For each view,
we display its bounding box and the locations of all corresponding descriptors in a 3d
visualization framework.37 Correspondences are color coded logarithmically according to their current displacement ranging from red (> 100 px) to green (< 1 px). The
optimization is initialized with a configuration where the orientation of the views is unknown; all views are placed on top of each other and thus the corresponding descriptor
displacement is high (red). As the optimization proceeds, the average displacement
decreases (yellow) until convergence at about one pixel average displacement (green)
is achieved. Supplementary Video 2 shows the optimization progress for an 8 angle
acquisition of fixed C.elegans. The outline of the worm forms in the middle (grey),
since many worm nuclei were segmented by the DoG detector but discarded during
establishment of bead correspondences.
The global optimization scheme can be seamlessly applied to tiled multi-view acquisitions. In such a set-up, different parts of a large 3d sample are scanned with
a high-magnification lens from multiple angles separately. All such acquisitions can
be mixed, discarding all information about their arrangement and the global optimization recovers the correct configuration. An example of such optimization is shown in
Supplementary Video 3 containing a fixed Drosophila embryo imaged from 8 angles
across two or three tiles per angle on a single photon confocal microscope with a
40×/0.8 Achroplan objective (see Section 11).
To prove the accuracy of the bead-based registration framework, we created a simulated bead-only dataset with beads approximated by a Gaussian filter response with
σ = 1.5 px. We generated 8 different views related by an approximately rigid affine
transformation with isotropic resolution. The reconstruction of this dataset yielded an
average error of 0.02 px (Supplementary Table 1). For real-life datasets, the registration typically results in errors of about 1 px or slightly lower (Supplementary Fig. 3b
and Supplementary Table 1) where the remaining error is introduced by the localization accuracy of the bead detector and small non-affine disturbances induced by
elastic deformation of the agarose. In the xy -plane of each view, the beads can be
localized very precisely, however, alongside z, the localization accuracy drops due to
a lower sampling rate and an asymmetric PSF. This is supported by the dimension
dependent error shown in Supplementary Fig. 3c,d.
Supplementary Table 1 shows that for the registration we usually use significantly
more beads than necessary to solve an affine transformation (4 beads). It is necessary
to use many beads for registration due to the following reasons:
• If the overlap between stacks is - as in many examples shown - very small, it
has to be ensured that in these small overlapping areas there are still enough
fiduciary markers to align the stacks.
• If two stacks are extensively overlapping, the beads have to be evenly distributed
around the sample to ensure an even error distribution throughout the sample.
Otherwise, small errors in, for example, the lower left corner do not control the
registration error in the upper right corner where there are no fiduciary markers.
• The localization error of the beads is normally distributed as shown in Supple-

mentary Fig. 3. That means, the more beads are included in the registration, the
more accurate is the average localization of the beads. Consequently, the affine
transformation for each individual stack yields lower residual error the more beads
are used.
Due to the optical properties of the sample it might occur that beads are distorted
and aberrated and therefore detected in the wrong location. Typically, such beads are
excluded as they do not form repeatable descriptors between the different stacks. If
the distortions are minor, they will contribute to the residual error of the affine transformation. However, the contribution is small as those beads represent a very small
fraction of all beads. This is supported by the maximal transfer error of 1 px of the
affine model (see also inset of Supplementary Fig. 6a).
Examples of within and across time-points registered time-series of Drosophila embryonic development are shown in Supplementary Videos 4 and 5. The videos show
3d renderings of the developing embryos expressing His-YFP in all cells. The 3d
rendered single embryo is shown from four and three arbitrary angles to highlight the
complete coverage of the specimen. Supplementary Video 4 shows in 42 time-points
(7 angles) the last two synchronous nuclear divisions followed by gastrulation. Supplementary Video 5 captures in 249 time-points (5 angles) Drosophila embryogenesis
from gastrulation to mature embryo when muscle activity effectively prevents further
imaging.
14. PERFORMANCE OF THE BEAD-BASED REGISTRATION FRAMEWORK IN
COMPARISON WITH INTENSITY-BASED METHODS
Existing muti-view SPIM registration approaches that use sample intensities to iteratively optimize the quality of the overlap of the views do not work reliably and are
computationally demanding.4, 34, 38 Alternatively, the registration can be achieved by
matching of segmented structures, such as cell nuclei, between views.39 However,
such approaches are not universally applicable, as the segmentation process has to
be adapted to the imaged sample.
To evaluate the precision and performance of the bead-based registration framework we compared it against the intensity-based registration method that we developed previously.38 This method identifies the rotation axis common to all views by
iterative optimization of FFT-based phase correlation between adjacent views. We
applied both methods (bead-based and intensity-based) to a single time-point of live
7-view acquisition of Drosophila embryo expressing His-YFP in all cells embedded in
agarose with beads. We chose a time-point during blastoderm stage where the morphology of the embryo changes minimally over time. We evaluated the precision of
both methods by the average displacement of the corresponding beads and concluded
that the bead-based registration framework clearly outperformed the intensity-based
registration in terms of bead registration accuracy (0.98 pixel versus 6.91 pixel, see
Supplementary Table 1, Supplementary Fig. 6a,b). The increased precision in the
bead alignment achieved by the bead-based registration framework is reflected in noticeably improved overlap of the nuclei in the sample (see Supplementary Fig. 6c–h).
Moreover, the intensity-based method required approximately 9 hours of computation
time compared to 2.5 minutes for the bead-based registration framework executed on
the same computer hardware (Intel Xeon E5440 with 64GB of RAM), i.e. the beadbased framework is about 200× faster for this dataset.

15. SAMPLE INDEPENDENT REGISTRATION
We applied the bead-based registration framework to various samples derived from
major model organisms. These include Drosophila embryo, larva (Supplementary
Fig. 5a–c) and oogenesis (Supplementary Fig. 5d), C. elegans adult (data not shown),
larval stages (Supplementary Fig. 5e) and early embryo (Supplementary Fig. 5f),
whole mouse embryo (Supplementary Fig. 5g), and dual color imaging of zebrafish
embryo (Supplementary Fig. 5h). Despite the fact that the samples range significantly in their size, fluorescent labeling, optical properties and mounting formats the
bead-based registration framework was invariably capable of achieving the registration. Therefore, we conclude that our method is sample independent and is universally
applicable for registration of any multi-view SPIM acquisition where the sample movement does not disturb the rigidity of the agarose.
16. BROAD APPLICABILITY OF THE BEAD-BASED FRAMEWORK TO
MULTI-VIEW IMAGING
Having the bead-based registration framework for multi-view reconstruction established, we sought to expand its application beyond SPIM, to other microscopy techniques capable of multi-view acquisition.40 We designed a sample-mounting set-up
that allows imaging of a sample embedded in a horizontally positioned agarose column with fluorescent beads (Supplementary Fig. 7a). The agarose column was manually rotated mimicking the SPIM multi-view acquisition. We acquired multiple views
of fixed Drosophila embryos stained with nuclear dye on a spinning disc confocal microscope and reconstructed the views using the bead-based registration framework.
By mosaicking around the sample, we captured the specimen in toto and achieved
full lateral resolution in areas that are compromised by the poor axial resolution of a
single-view confocal stack (Supplementary Fig. 7b,c,d and Supplementary Video
6 online). The combination of multi-view acquisition and bead-based registration is
applicable to any imaging modality as long as the fluorescent beads can be localized
and the views overlap.
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